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Target your consumer down to every left handed nun in your city. 
Targeting at its finest.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I am Beth O’DanielBackground in Media Sales: Newspaper, Radio, Broadcast Television, and Digital.I want to tell you about targeting and how to better reach your audience for your messages. Some of you may have many goals with different target audiencesFor example, you may have a Women’s Health imitative and want to reach mothers or even first time mothers. You may also have a renowned stroke center that you need to showcase. You’ll want to reach patients 55 years old and older or more African Americans because they are more likely to be afflicted with stroke than other demographics. It is now possible and affordable to target audiences with specific messages.I’m going to share the why, how, and where to target different audiences. Yes, down to every left handed nun in your city, if that is who you need to find!



W 35-64

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What does the demo P35-64 mean? Who is in this demo? Well, my Mom and I are both in this demo and we are at VERY different stages of our lives. How can you meaningfully target both my mom and me? Here are some major life events that are happening for folks in this demo: Getting marriedStarting familiesEmpty NestingBuying Starter or Larger HomesDownsizingGrowing CareersPlanning for Retirement & RetiringCaretaking for grandchildrenSandwich Generation – taking care of parents and children





Presenter
Presentation Notes
You can have multiple target audiences, just target the right market with the right message.First, create your consumer personas. 



1. Enter Information 
into CRM

2. Data is Processed, 
segmented, and 

cookies are matched

3. Display ad 
campaign is activated 

against consumer

4. Patient sees ad. 
Calls in or converts 

online

5. Sales data is 
collected. Incremental 

sales are calculated.

FIRST PARTY
DATA

Show ads to your patients 
based on your own data. 

Increase brand awareness 
and drive performance

CREATE CONSUMER PERSONAS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
My Patient Match lets you show ads to your customers based on first party data you provide. My Patient Match is a useful advertising tool for many business goals, from increasing brand awareness to driving performance. YOUR data. Information collected by you on your audience. Examples include: subscriber lists, patient lists, etc. 



1. CREATE YOUR CONSUMER 
PERSONA

•This might be people who 
make frequent your website 
often, or a group that has been 
a rich source of subscriptions to 
your newsletter. 

2. LOOK-ALIKE MODELING

•Enhance your consumer persona 
with added attributes. This data is 
analyzed against the data 
provider’s total audience to 
identify a lager number of people 
who ‘look like’ your consumer 
persona. All the data is tied back 
to a real person in an anonymized 
way. 

3. SEE RESULTS

•It results in double or even 
triple the result of standard 
targeting according to 
advertisers using this tactic.

LOOK-ALIKE
MODELING

Save money by targeting
only the people who are 

likely to become patients. 

CREATE CONSUMER PERSONAS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A people based method of targeting prospects who are most like your best customers. Instead of stopping at basic demographic data like age and gender, you get a more complete customer profile by mixing in things like mobile, location, and behavioral data that mirrors your current patient base. Your small segments can then be scaled up to build large and relevant audiences or resolved identities for your multi channel marketing campaigns. You target people who are most likely to turn into patients – only now you reach a lot more of them. 



THIRD PARTY
DATA

Partner with companies who 
use online and offline data 
to determine a consumer’s 

online profile. 

CREATE CONSUMER PERSONAS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Someone’s credit card purchases show frequent or large medical purchases, they would be considered a person with purchase intent for healthcare. Target specific diseases or conditions through data on search habits. i.e., if someone searched “gastroenterologist in Owensboro,” you can target that user for your gastroenterology practice. 



PERSONA 1

Popular Networks:

74% shop around before 

making a purchase and 72% 
say price is more important 
than brand

60% on average have 
watched broadcast this week

52%
are female

52%
Are ages 18-49

51%
Have an income 

under $50K

Have a college 
degree

63% 25%
Spend over $500 

a year online
Enjoy outdoor 

activities

51% spend over 5 hours 
or more online each week

81% have watched cable 
this week

Media habits

20%

Patty the Patient

Source: Nielsen Scarborough, Louisville, KY, Ap15-Ap16; Base: Total Adults 18+: Profiling someone who has used a hospital in the past 3 years. Extrapolated by Cable Qual.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is an example of a Hospital Patient in Louisville, KY. I searched Scarborough of someone who used a hospital in the past 3 years in Louisville and extrapolated by Cable Qual for network purposes. If you look into your own databases and find these statistics you can create a more ideal patient profile for your practice or practices. 



PERSONA 2

Popular Networks:

57% on average have 
watched broadcast this week

76%
are female

59%
Are ages 18-49

48%
Have an income 

under $50K

Have a college 
degree

65% 38%
Spend over $500 

a year online
Enjoy outdoor 

activities

59% spend over 5 hours 
or more online each week

86% have watched cable 
this week

Media habits

65%

81% shop around before 

making a purchase and 74% 
say price is more important 
than brand

Tonya the Tech

Source: Nielsen Scarborough, Louisville, KY, Ap15-Ap16; Base: Total Adults 18+: Profiling someone who works in healthcare as a practitioner or technician. Extrapolated by Cable Qual.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is an example of someone who is a hospital tech in Louisville, KY. I searched Scarborough of someone who works in healthcare as a practitioner or technician in Louisville and extrapolated by Cable Qual for network purposes. For recruitment, I have had great success with targeted banner, video and social media advertising. We have also used radio and television depending on how many positions need to be filled. If there are 500+ positions, it makes sense to use mass media. If positions are more niche or there are only 10-50, targeted digital media has worked great. 



PERSONA 3

Popular Networks:

59% on average have 
watched broadcast this week

83%
are female

66%
Are ages 18-49

55%
Have an income 

under $50K

Have a college 
degree

70% 21%
Spend over $500 

a year online
Enjoy outdoor 

activities

59% spend over 5 hours 
or more online each week

86% have watched cable 
this week

Media habits

16%

81% shop around before 

making a purchase and 79% 
say price is more important 
than brand

To help protect your privacy, PowerPoint has blocked automatic download of this picture.

Sally the Staffer

Source: Nielsen Scarborough, Louisville, KY, Ap15-Ap16; Base: Total Adults 18+: Profiling someone who works in a hospital in an administrative or support role. Extrapolated by Cable Qual.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is an example of someone who is in admin or has a support role in a hospital in Louisville, KY. I searched Scarborough of someone who works in a hospital in administrative or support role in Louisville and extrapolated by Cable Qual for network purposes. These are just examples of different personas. Look into your own databases and find these statistics to create a more ideal patient profile for your practice or practices. Now, we’ll discuss the “where.” 



The Evolution of Media

Newspaper

Radio

Broadcast

Cable

Internet

Social Media

Mobile

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All media works, so long as you know how to use it! As media has evolved, audiences have shifted affecting the CPM of each platform. Brands now receive immediate feedback on messages as brand engagement has become the norm. Newspaper: This was the BIG audience with targeting limited to the section of the paper and possible geography depending on the publication (like community or neighborhood papers). Now the daily paper audiences are dwindling while people are shifting to getting their news online and on their mobile phone. CPMs are increasing.Radio: Large audiences that can be targeted based on format. With the growth of stations, the audiences are getting more and more segmented. With the addition of satellite radio in vehicles, audiences are shrinking. CPMs are IncreasingBroadcast: started with three, then there were four main players. Limited targeting based on programming. Must reach entire DMA – no geo targeting. Broadcast viewers are decreasing with more programming available on cable, Netflix, Hulu. CPMs are slowly increasing. Cable/Satellite: Hundreds of networks created even more audience segmentation, which helps target by programming and geo-zones. Internet/Search: Hyper-targeting has arrived with the “Zone of One.” Advertising just got intimate. One user at a time. This brought more tracking capabilities as well. CPMs are still low. Need to buy deep in order to gain reach. Social Media: Virus is not just for living creatures anymore! With viral videos, stories, pictures, the world became connected. CPMs are reasonable. Interaction and engagement is exciting – you need to keep an eye on this in order to continue engagement or make sure comments are not negative or hurting your brand. Mobile: Now, we have everything in the palm of our hand – more like an extension of our bodies! Hyper target to where the mobile device is located at any given time with GPS coordinates. CPMs are very reasonable and action is trackable. NEXT SLIDE – show some examples of targeting



Platforms for Targeting: Static Banner Ads

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are some examples of platforms for targeting – Static Banner Ads



Platforms for Targeting: Social Media
Static Video

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are some examples of platforms for targeting – Social Media (static & video). 



Sources: 
https://netmarketshare.com/search-engine-market-
share.aspx?qprid=4&qpcustomd=0
http://www.smartinsights.com/search-engine-
marketing/search-engine-statistics/
http://searchengineland.com/report-nearly-60-percent-
searches-now-mobile-devices-255025
http://www.business2community.com/online-
marketing/21-spectacular-seo-and-search-marketing-
stats-and-facts-01258892#VdXicCrBzXQYDy1c.97

Platforms for Targeting: 
Search

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The number of people using Internet search engines is increasing year over year and is almost unfathomable. SEO will continue to gain importance more than anything else as it helps you drive quality traffic, gain visibility, boost your brand and lend your practice the credibility it needs to succeed. After all, what is the point of creating quality content and graphics if it cannot be effectively visible to audiences actively searching? 

https://netmarketshare.com/search-engine-market-share.aspx?qprid=4&qpcustomd=0
http://www.smartinsights.com/search-engine-marketing/search-engine-statistics/
http://searchengineland.com/report-nearly-60-percent-searches-now-mobile-devices-255025
http://www.business2community.com/online-marketing/21-spectacular-seo-and-search-marketing-stats-and-facts-01258892VdXicCrBzXQYDy1c.97


Platforms for Targeting: Re-targeting



Platforms for Targeting: Geo-Fencing

Geo-Fencing allows 
advertisers to advertise 

in mobile apps to a 
specific geography. 



Platforms for Targeting: Video Pre-Roll

http://www.espn.com/mlb/team/_/name/stl/st-louis-cardinals

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now that we know who we can target, how do we target?

http://www.espn.com/mlb/team/_/name/stl/st-louis-cardinals


Video Is Worth It
The average click-

through-rate of video 
ads is 1.84% - the 

highest CTR of all digital 
ad formats.  

Businesses are 53%
more likely to show up 
on page 1 of Google if 
you have a video on 
your landing page. 

Pre-Roll video had a 
72% completion rate 

in Q1 2016.

Mobile video had a 
64% completion rate 

in Q1 2016.

Smartphone video 
viewers are 1.4x as 
likely to watch ads on 

their devices. 

Smartphone video 
viewers are 1.4x as 

likely to pay attention to 
ads or branded content 

on YouTube.



Target the right customer for your message.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In summary, target the right customer for each marketing challenge you have. We don’t need to use Family Reunion Demos any more. We can build patient personas or recruitment personas that fit each need by diving deep into your first party data, look-alike modeling, and third party data. Use the best platform to reach your target consumer and success is sure to follow! 
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